
1. ____  Do not shampoo hair for at least 24 hours after application.    

2. ____  It is recommended that you (using the recommended brush)
gently brush and take out any tangles before washing your hair.
Always hold the hair when brushing and avoid putting any stress on
the bonds.

3. ____  Using a sulfate/sulfur free product, gently shampoo with
your head tilted back (not forward) gently squeezing the shampoo
from top/scalp to bottom of the hair. Do not Massage/scrubb the hair
extensions, it will cause matting and tangling. Rinse with warm not
hot water, squeeze out excess water and wrap hair in a towel. 
Do not use a scrubbing motion to dry the hair. Always dry the 
bonds to help prevent any breakdown.

4.  ____  Before blow drying, separate/detangle the hair using a
wide tooth comb. Work the hair starting at the tips. When drying 
do not apply heat directly to the hair extension bonds. 
(Note: When using flat irons, hot rollers or curling irons keep a safe
distance away from the bonds.) 

5. ____  To prevent tangling, never go to bed with wet hair. 
Dry hair and tie back in a loose ponytail or loosely braided. 

6. ____  Salt and chlorinated water can breakdown the bonds
of your hair extensions. To reduce the effects, wash hair after
swimming and use a PH balancing agent or conditioner. 
Follow the directions for drying the hair and bonds. 

7. ____  Expect to lose some extensions, this is normal.  

8. ____  The average person loses 100 of their own hairs per day.
Over a period of time, you will accumulate a small amount of
naturally released hair in the bonds. This is normal. 
Regular gentle brushing will reduce the risk of matting and tangling. 

I have read and understand the maintenance instructions.  

Signature  ______________________________________________

Hair Extension Client Profile Consultation  with  Stylist: 

________________________________________________ 

Date ___________________________________________

Home Care for Your Hair Extensions
Keeping Your Hair Extensions Looking Great TIPS

Please Read & Initial!

Client Release Form for Hair Extensions

•• Shampoo hair in a gentle manner, following the direction of hair flow. 

•• Condition hair from just below the tip of the extension to the ends.

•• Use Sulfate Free Products to protect the bonds. 

•• Periodically PH balance your hair. 

•• Use a wide tooth comb to detangle the hair starting at the tips working  your way up to the scalp. 

•• Dry hair 80% to 90% before using an extension brush to finish your blow dry style. 

•• Use the recommended hair extension brush.

•• Do not put direct stress on the bonds. When using blow dryer, flat irons etc, do not apply heat directly to the bonds.

•• Run fingers through hair daily making sure the bonds stay separated. 

•• Never go to bed with wet hair. Always make sure your hair is dry and tied back in a loose pony tail before going to sleep. 

•• Try to avoid salt and chlorinated water or wash well afterwards.

I, ________________________________________________, do not hold ____________________________________________ Salon 
and/or the Extension Company vendor(s) responsible in any way for my decision in having Hair Extensions applied to my hair.
In the event that I decide that I no longer want to keep the Hair Extensions, I am fully responsible for the total payment
of the Hair Extensions and the services rendered.

I, ________________________________________________, also understand the entire procedure and the method being used as explained
to me by my Stylist. I am aware that I should keep the Extensions in my hair for at least 30 days and that I must follow the Guidelines for
caring for my Extensions.

I understand that if an allergic reaction occurs XXX Salon and the Extension Company Vendor(s) are not responsible.

Due to the personal nature of each order, all Hair Sales are Final. 
Due to the custom order of your Extensions, no Refunds are available.

Client Signature ______________________________________________________

Client Name (Please Print)

_____________________________________________________________________

Parent/Guardian Signature_____________________________________________
(if Client is under 18)

Date _________________________________________________________________


